Legend

Cultural Heritage Resources

- **2091 Bleams Rd**
  GCT Pt Lt 133
  Farmstead including log house in the Vernacular architectural style and a barn (1861 circa)

- **1385 Bleams Rd**
  Plan 1469 Lt 5
  Former Williamsburg School House built in the Georgian architectural style (1864)

- **1255-1291 Fischer Hallman Rd**
  Plan 1469 Pt Lt 2
  2 storey yellow brick building built in the Italianate architectural style (1887 circa)

- **1683 Huron Rd**
  GCT Pl Lt 153, 58R-2566 Pl 2
  1 1/2 storey brick building built in the Ontario Gothic architectural style (1881 circa)

- **1940 Fischer Hallman Rd**
  GCT Pt Lts 158-160
  1 1/2 storey stone building built in the Victorian Gothic architectural style (1870 circa)
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